Quevedo's erudition produced admirative recognition from his contemporaries not only in Spain but in the rest of Europe as well. No other Spanish writer of the 17th century can be mentioned who possessed sudi a vast humanistic background. This has been common knowledge ever since Justus Lipsius, in 1604, praised him for his expertise in classical literature with the extolling and hyperbolic quotation ώ μέγα κΰδος Ιβήρων. Later Lope de Vega in his Laurel de Apolo will call him «Lipsio de Espana en prosa y Juvenal en verso» (Lipsius of Spain in prose and Juvenal in verse, Silva VII) 2 . Quevedo's work, therefore, cannot be fully understood if it is not seen in the tradition of classical Antiquity. Moreover, the study of the literary sources will help to understand some .aspects of his artistic technique since the imitation and re-creation of classical models appears as a basic aim of his satire.
Quevedo's most recent bibliography shows an awakened interest in the study of his sources. His works have been recently evaluated in the context of the neostoic movement which spread across Europe at the turn of the 17th century. Quevedo's relation to Seneca, for example, has been explored in its many facets, as revealed in his doctrinal treatises from the Defensa de Epicuro and Epicteto espanol to La cuna y la sepultura, in addition to his early Obras festivas*. There is still a vast realm to explore, however, in the area of satirical sources in order to determine the nature and scope of his criticism of Spanish society. Quevedo's satirical work presents in manifold forms a set of basic themes and figures that are recreated according to his typical technique of variation. Some of these figures refer to historical Spanish types: the arbitrista, ministers of justice, from venial judges to corchetes (constables), false gentlemen, duenas (ladies-in-waiting). At other times, his satire is directed toward specific individuals that are recurrent targets of his attacks, such as Judas, Mahommet, Luther, Melanchthon and others. However, most figures are derived from classical models or medieval sources, namely, physicians, apothecaries, cuckolds, women and marriage in general. Types of Stδndesatire predominate: tailors, taverners, bakers, bragging soldiers, booksellers, clergy. Criticism of bad poets acquires sometimes clear historical connotations when they are embodied in Quevedo's hated gongoristas*.
The above-mentioned figures and other representatives of moral vices of greater philosophical scope are dealt with in a baroque language of extreme obscurity and difficulty. Conceits (word-plays and metaphors) that present the most unexpected associations have to be deciphered in texts that, in addition, offer plays with all levels of the language of Quevedo's times. It therefore seems to us that a very productive way of dealing with Quevedo's language would be to study it in relationship to a still unexplored source, the work of Martial.
Until recently very little attention has been devoted to the relation between Quevedo and Martial even though there exists a group of fifty-one poems by Quevedo in traditional meters, all of which are actual translations of Martial's epigrams. These poems, called Imitaciones de Martial, were not published, however, until 1932, and the text edited at that time by Astrana Marin is unfortunately deficient 5 . The same can also be said of . Once again, then, Martial and Quevedo are compared in terms of the basic themes to be found in their satirical writings.
The same approach had been adopted by Sanchez Alonso in «Los satiricos latinos y la satira de Quevedo» 10 -an earlier study of Quevedo's debt to classical satire which presents a repertory of satirical themes from Horace, Juvenal, Persius and Martial that were reoubtTtfi 1 jy r <£huv&dg ^troati itf ΛΓ Queysdsf xewprkin^ of the sources are missing, and thus the article reads like a catalogue of common themes of ideas. Sanchez Alonso even asserts that, as far as Martial is concerned, what one finds is a spiritual affinity («un parentesco espiritual») between him and Quevedo, but seldom can one say that Quevedo had in mind a specific epigram by Martial when writing his works. . But the short introduction to this otherwise satisfactory edition fails to provide an adequate comparative study of the two authors.
This seems then to be the right moment to attempt a reevaluation of Quevedo's relation to Martial, not only in terms of the Imitaciones, which have already received considerable attention, but also in regard to the totality of Quevedo's satirical works. Such an attempt may be more profitable if the reevaluation is made from the perspective of new approaches to the traditional study of sources. The reason for this would be to describe in an accurate way the specific function of the classical sources in the satirical language of Quevedo.
In the last years, it has been widely recognized that the value and interest of Quevedo's work today lies not in the repetition of some trite satirical themes but in what J. L. Borges has called Quevedo's «verbal greatness» 12 . Everything in his work seems subordinated to this artistic ideal. Most compositions are developments of unpredictable metaphors and puns. The modern reader feels very often that themes and figures criticized are just an excuse for devising challenging rhetorical figures. Raimundo Lida talks more than once of Quevedo's «verbal art» as his most important achievement 18 . F. Lazaro Carreter even goes so far as to reject serious criticism of society in Quevedo's Buscon because of the importance of the verbal aspect 14 . From this point of view, the most important question seems to be the nature of the influence of Latin sources on the Spanish text. We believe that in the case of Martial, Quevedo is interested in playing with the actual rhetorical language of some of the epigrams. In addition to ideological affinities, we found common rhetorical ideals. The purpose of this paper is, then, to show the relationship between the text of certain epigrams and Quevedo's own satirical discourse, as a way of describing some of the The comparison of the texts of these two authors offers some interesting answers to various general literary questions that Quevedo's work raises. Even though in many instances the affinity between the texts may seem obvious, it is difficult to determine the precise relationship. Certainly to relegate this affinity to the boundless realm of themes is only a manner of begging the question or avoiding the issue. Though we can, it is true, explain the presence of a community of ideas historically, as Schalk does, the fact is that most satirical themes are recurrent. They can be found in Martial, who, in spite of not writing satura in the Roman sense, does use the epigram for satirical purposes, as well as in Juvenal, Persius and Horace
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. What does strike the attention of the reader, when observing the parallel texts, is the precise dialogue that the text of Quevedo establishes with that of Martial 18 . Quevedo's text clearly presupposes Martial's in various ways: for instance, by incorporating a given linguistic or rhetorical pattern, by varying a motif of the earlier text or by playing ironically with the knowledge that the cultivated reader, the receiver, has of Martial's epigrams. Beyond the generally acknowledged common semantic universe, one perceives in Quevedo's text an incitement or stimulation from Martial's Epigrams. It is not easy to describe, however, either the transfer from the system proposed by the epigrams to that proposed by Quevedo's works or the specific transformation or transposition operated by the second text.
First of all, it must be said that, even allowing for the metric and thematic variations that are to be found in the collection, Martial's Epigrams constitute a fairly homogeneous corpus of poems that are related by genre. By contrast, Quevedo's satirical writings are as va'rlouif «fcf uky £& dXttaittWf. 21 . Given the heterogeneous material represented by Quevedo's works and the fact that some epigrams function as multiple generators of verbal plays with Martial's text, we have chosen not to make a traditional presentation of possible sources and re-creations. Instead of enumerating related texts at random we will impose some order on the collated material. We were not guided by taxonomic intentions; we think, however, that attempts ought to be made to classify the related texts for the purpose of penetrating to the core of the relationship.
The following divisions may be used to establish a tentative classification: 1) Quevedo's text adopts and transforms from the Epigrams a) a particular word that will become part of a linguistic word-play on a certain morphological feature; b) a rhetorical figure that will be incorporated into a correlative context (whether simile, metaphor, or any other figure); c) a minimal situation or scene that can be transformed in its linguistic expression.
2) A particular semantic procedure in Quevedo's figurative language parallels a particular semantic procedure of figurative language in Martial's text.
3) Quevedo's satirical works recreate certain basic satirical motifs from Martial's epigrams in different forms. Some of these motifs are fixed and became topoi of criticism of human flaws and vices. 1) a) In Martial 111,93, a very interesting description of an old woman which Quevedo's texts more than once refer to and recreate, we find the proper name, Vetustilla, the person to whom the poem is addressed: £um tiBi trecenti consufes, Yetustilla, et tres capilli, quattuorque sint dentes . In one of Quevedo's satirical sonnets «Vieja vuelta a la edad de la ninez» (Bl. 569), after the description of a grotesque woman, the second tercet reads:
Grandilla (porque logres tus enganos) que tienes pocos anos no lo dudo si son los por vivir los pocos anos.
(Grandilla, [you may deceive others] I don't doubt that you have but a few years, if those are the years to go.) The person addressed by the poetic voice is called Grandilla; the suffix for diminutives in Spanish, -ill· is attached to grande, an euphemistic denomination for <old>. With a wordplay on a proper name the poem sends bade to Martial's text. The possibilities of repeating this ironic pun are not exhausted here. There are several other poems addressed to old women where diminutives of vieja appear. For example, in a satirical romance (Bl. 691) which starts:
Una incredula de anos de las que niegan el fue y al limbo dan tragantonas call an do el Matusalen.
(One of those disbelievers in age, who deny the past, and pretending to be children still, contend that they can go to limbo and hide that they are as old as Methuselah.) vejezuela (v. 14) and viejecilla (v. 53) are used. Viejecita appears in another satirical romance (Bl. 748): viejecita, arredro vayas is the first line of the poem. The diminutive, which in Spanish, as in Latin, generally connotes affection, becomes, derogatory 24 . On the other hand, the type of word-play that the example Vetustilla-Grandilla offers is just another instance of the kind of play with Latin expressions that may quite often be found also in Quevedo's early prose satirical work 25 . b) A second type of appropriation and transformation of Martial's text consists of selecting a given segment of an epigram that will become part of a larger structure in Quevedo's worts. We have to" dfeft 1 , iir tlhssf Awaani»^ JHSb ^ J^ncrete linguistic pattern, a rhetorical figure or an image that also undergoes several transformations according to the principle of semantic variation that seems characteristic of Quevedo's style.
In XI, 100 we find the following text: : namely, the verbal forms radat (rδdere) and pungait (pungere) and the nouns serra and cuspis. The woman is so skinny that she suggests sharp and pointed objects. Figurative language used in this epigram is so imaginatively expressive that we should not be surprised if we find it incorporated into Quevedo's figrurative language and varied ad infinitum. In fact, in one of his very early works, the Pragmatica de las cotorreras, we find: «Mujer flaca vale...; y si el que la goza tiene sarna le debe dar cuatro cuartos mas por el aparejo que tiene en sus huesos para rascarse. a estas tales senalamos para la Cuaresma, por lo que tienen de cilicio.» (A skinny woman is worth... and if who enjoys her has mange, he must pay her four more cents for the tool (bony instrument) he gets to scratch himself. And we recommend these women for Lent, since they are like a cilice.) In both of these the figurative expression is based on the presence of the seme sharpness. Nouns that have the same seme recur in another poem (Bl. 782) where two skinny women are called with a simile punzones <pundies> and almaradas <dagger>:
En lo delgado y lo flaco me parecieron punzones; de medio arriba, almaradas, de medio abajo, garrotes.
(They were so thin and skinny that they looked like punches to me; daggers from the waist up, clubs from the waist down.)
The best exercise in metaphorical variations of the seme sharpness is a poem addressed to a skinny woman (B1.620, «A una mujer flaca»), which starts: «No os espanteis senora Notomia.» (Don't be scared Mrs. Skeleton) The poem develops two basic isotopies 27 : 1) metaphors and similes that share the seme sharpness and 2) another set of figures Jόlilr wtδJbMWfaW in tne first series the text offers: (mas puntas que) rastrillo (v. 15, <rack>), espina (v. 18) a syllepsis, meaning, a) <bone, spine> and b) a certain kind of fish; punzon <pundi>, alesna (v. 21 <awl>), jara <dart>; the metaphorical sentence «de acostarse en partes tan duras/vuestra alma diz que tiene mataduras» (v. 47-8 <Your soul is said to get sores [namely, horses' saddle sores] from lying upon such hard parts.>) The woman is later called «mujer tan aguda y amolada, dura, buida, que ha menester por no picar contera» (a woman so sharp, knife-sharp, hard, dagger- sharp, that she needs a chape in order not to hurt), where the analogy with a knife or sword produces contera <diape>. One line of the poem sums up the images above mentioned (v. 78): when she dies she will be able to be buried in a spear: «os podran enterrar en una lanza.» These are the variations that Martial's serra and cuspis suggested. The second isotopy of the above mentioned poem develops the seme subtleness. There is another epigram by Martial which must be quoted here, XI, 101.
Thaida tam tenuem potuisti Flacce, videre? Tu, puto, quod non est, Flacce, videre potes.
The acumen of the epigram is based upon the hyperbole of tennis <subtle>. This hyperbolic adjective is exhaustively varied in Quevedo's text. One line (v. 35) offers: «que si va por lo flaco, teneis voto / de que sois mas sutil que lo fue Scoto» (If we think of thinness, I can assure you that you are subtler than Scotus), where sutil, used in a syllepsis means, 1) <thin> and 2) <subtle, acute> as in the case of <subtle understandings with a reference to Scotus who was called Doctor subtilis. The text offers then angosta <narrow>, estre<ha <tight>, enjuta <dry> (twice), mondada <fleshless or peeled like a fruit's seed> (twice), rotda <eaten up>, exprimida <squeezed>, destilada, the last metaphorical adjective of the series implying already shapeless matter, <distilled water>, the quintessence of subtleness being not even to have a body. The process of dissolution of matter achieves its climax when we find:
la Nada es vuestro abuelo y salistele vos tan parecida, que apenas fuisteis algo en esta vida; de ser sombra os defiende, no el donaire, sin la voz, y aqueso es cosa de aire.
(Your grandfather is nothingness and you resemble him so that you have hardly been anything in this life; the only impediment for your being a shadow is not your gracefulness but your voice and it is also air related [pun in don-aire <Mr. air>, impossible to translate].)
At this jxnnt the reader feels that nothing else can be added to this progression of transformations into nothingness. But two stanzas later we find: dijome una mujer por cosa cierta que nunca vuestra puerta os pudo un punto dilatar la entrada, por causa de hallarla muy cerrada, pues por no deteneros aun llamando, por los resquicios os entrδis volando.
(A woman told me with certainty that your door could never prevent you from going in, even when it was closed, because in order not to waste your time knocking, you fly in through the cracks.) The poetic voice here relies on the testimony of a third party and a short narrative segment of the poem objectivizes, in a sort of fantastic tale, what can be called the epitome of the quality of subtleness. When in the Sueno de la Muerte the very thin Don Diego de Noche, one of the popular characters that appears at the end of the satire, is described as a cab aller o vision («Desaparecio aquel caballero vision y dio ganas de comer a los muertos», 192 a; <that vision of a gentleman disappeared and made the dead hungry>), we cannot help thinking of Martial's tennis Thais which seems to have initiated the dialogue between these two remarkable satirical texts.
Martial's HI, 93, the first epigram that we referred to, which seems to be a pivotal text in the relation between the two authors, presents the portrait of an old woman who through a series of grotesque similes is likened to various animals: Quevedo's text here transforms Martial's text in an original way. There is no mere correlative simile employed. The point is not to compare her hyperbolical big mouth with that of a crocodile. In the phrase vision cecial detestable that heads this short sequence, cecial alludes to her being skinny and dry (like a dry merluza\ an allusion that is then strangely modified by rellena de cocrodilos. The expression creates a sort of superlative of Martial's «Cum comparata rictibus tuis ora/Niliacus habeat corcodilus angusta»: the old woman's mouth is not like that of a crocodile; she is made o/, or full of crocodiles, the being like thus becoming essence in these verses and the image a preparation for the following lines: «vete a fundar marimantas/a las orillas del Nilo». Again fundar means metaphorically, <to institute^ or <to build> an hardly acceptable term as applied to the direct object marimanta. The implications of the lines can be stated in the following way: <if you are made up of such monsters, you are actually such a monster; go to the border of the Nile and become-yourself and further members of your class-a monster.> The semantic process involved in the transformation of the source seems to indicate that there is a concretizing of the simile by means of a metaphor, the effect of which is to develop Martial's figure to a higher potential. The crocodile of Nile, on the other hand, was quite known in the time and Covarrubias comments extensively on its properties and the stories that were attached to it; it had, therefore, a strong polysemic value that enhanced the effectiveness of the image 28 . A further proof of playing with the source, is given a few lines later, when the following line from Martial: «meliusque ranae garriant Ravennates», is alluded to in:
Si rana de Tagarete si no es que afrente έΐ mismo; V. 89-90.
(Go and become a frog at the Tagarete river, unless it be offended by your presence.) Ravenna is replaced by Tagarete, which was a dirty stream that surrounded the city of Seville, as dirty as Gongora's well-known Esgueva 2 *. There is strong evidence to reject Blecua's extravagant note, which considers it a toponymy in Bolivia. The metaphor thus created is strongly derogative. Furthermore, the metaphor old woman-frog recurs in *? 1 na$$^e p.f the Sueno del Infierno (M 126), and this time in closer connection with the Latin text because the auditive image of garriant is made explicit here 6y means ot r a relative clause attached to it. The satirical I who dreams this Vision of Hell gets to a big and noisy lagoon where women who had been duenas on earth are punished and there he says: «Asi supe como las duenas de aca son ranas del infierno que eternamente como ranas estan hablando sin ton y sin son.» (And so I learned how our ladies-in-waiting are frogs in hell that talk constantly and nonsense. If we divide Martial's text in segments, we find the following expressions denouncing the artificial beauty of women: a) cum sis ipsa domi mediaque ornere Subura La misma que estds en casa, / Meldiora en la tienda estds; y alii dan lo que nos das; / color, soliman y pasa. / ) fiant absentes, et, tibi, Galla, comae la cabeza tienes rasa, / mono sobre calva llevas, γ) et iaceas centum condita pyxidibus tienes el rostro enterrado en untos δ) nee dentes aliter quam serica nocte reponas y me ban jurado / que te quitas (varias gentes) / de noche muelas y dientes / como vestido y calzado ε) nee tecum facies tua dormiat y aunque no duerme contigo/tu cara ...
The most interesting of these images seems to be nee tecum facies tua dormiat. Here the personification of cosmetics almost makes us visualize the duplication of natural face-made up face, an effect that emphasizes the artificial nature of a woman's beauty. Quevedo's translation is literal. The only modification is the word-order of the Latin text: «y aunque no duerme contigo tu cara...» A second twist to the phrase, this time involving a change in pronouns, and a further modification of the word-order, and what appears is the first line of a satirical sonnet (Bl. 522) that functions as a shocking introduction to the poem. The line is explained in the following ones:
Si no duerme su cara con Filena, ni con sus dientes come, y su vestido las tres partes le hurta a su marido, y la cuarta el afeite le cercena; si entera con έΐ come y con e*l cena, mas debajo del lecho mal cumplido, todo su bulto esconde, reducido a chapinzanco y mono por almena, (If Filena's face doesn't sleep with her, and if she doesn't eat with her own teeth, and if her dress steals three parts of her body from her husband, and'tne tourtll dis ppf CHT ttttĥ er make-up; if she is complete when she eats with him but hides under her bed the bulk of her body, which is nothing but high-cork shoes and a tuft of hair that is like a merlon [on a battlement] ...) The new word-order of the first line is devised so as to call the attention to duerme y cara and Filena y words receiving the stresses of the endecasyllable in 3°, 6° and 10°.
The Sueno del infierno includes a long descriptive passage involving ugly women who, having been condemned to hell, are still seen applying make-up. The sequence repeats the commonplaces of the theme. Women who want to look taller wear «high cork shoes» (cbapines). They dye their hair and their eyebrows. They cover their hands and faces with creams. They wear wigs, and so on. Finally, the satirical I ends his diatribe: «Otra vi que tenia su media cara en las manos, en los botes de unto y en la color» (M 133) (I saw another who had half her face in her hands, in the make-up and rouge jars). This passage combines two references to Martial's text: γ) iaceas centum condita pyxidibus and ε) nee tecum fades tua dormiat. Botes de untos and the addition y en la color refers back to pyxidibus (condita) of v. 4. The figure tener su media car a en las manos represents a variation of nee tecum fades tua dormiat. The figure cosmetics = second face becomes cosmetics = half face. In a process of decreasing intensity, several lines further on we read another variation: «las m s duermen con una cara y se levantan con otra al estrado« (Most [women] sleep with one face and put on another when they go to sit in the drawingroom [namely, on the platform {estrado] in the drawingroom, upon which women used to sit].) This time the play una cara (face without cosmetics)-otra cara (face already made up) is simpler; the temporal implication of the sequence dormir and then levant arse facilitates the understanding of the opposites una cara-otra cara.
On the other hand, in the Vision El mundo por de dentro y the Desengano, when talking about the masks that women assume, says: «Viste esa vision? Todo cuanto ves en ellas es tienda y no natural» (Ml79) (Did you see that vision? Everything you see in them is unnatural and store bought), thereby repeating again the translation of Martial's cum sis ipsa domi mediaque ornere Subura: la misma que estas en casa/Meldiora en la tienda estas». The statement is strengthened by the metonymy tienda-cosmetics that you buy in a store. From there the Desengano goes on to enumerate every unnatural feature of a woman's face and body and ends up with a word-play that summarizes the by now familiar image: «Que es ver una fea o una vieja querer, como el otro tan c£lebre nigromantico, salir de nuevo de una redoma?» (What is it like to see an ugly or an old woman who wants to be brought back to life [to come out young] from a jar, like the famous necromancer?) Popular tradition in Spain, anticipating modern fictional contexts, held that the Marques of Villena, in order to become immortal had cut himself into pieces and was keeping himself in a glass jar ;^r5 since jars contain the cosmetics that they need in order to metamorphose themselves. The comparison with the famous necromancer suggests, in addition, the almost magical power that art has to mask a woman's ugliness.
The final twist that Martial's image undergoes in Quevedo's works, is to be seen in La hora de todos y a compendium of satirical imagination and linguistic creativity that was produced in the last years of his life. In a variety of ways the Hora develops the wellknown theme of appearance vis-a-vis essence. Situations unmasking reality are multiplied within the frame of a fictitious device: in the hour of truth the real meaning of a person's hypocritical behavior will appear 88 . One of the vignettes presents a rich married woman making-up her face and body: the nee tecum fades tua dormiat is amplified in a detailed description of the cosmetics used for face and eyebrows. In it metaphors and similes allude to the most unexpected concrete and abstract objects in a confusing pele-mele of referents: «Cubria con hopalandas de soliman unas arrugas jaspeadas de pecas. Jalbegaba como puerta de alojeria, lo rancio de la tez. Estabase guisando las cejas con humo, como chorizos. Acompanaba lo mortecino de los labios con municion de linternas a poder de cerillas. Iluminabase con verguenza postiza con dedadas de salserilla de color.» (She plastered her wrinkled freckly skin with make-up. She painted her rancid complexion as if it were a tavern door. She cooked her eyebrows with smoke, as if they were sausages. She smeared her deathly pale lips with flashy wax to make them look bright. She brightened her cheeks with «fake shame», by putting on a lot of rouge.) In fact, in this passage Martial's text almost disappears under a profuse series of hyperbolic metaphors that, by insisting upon disgusting associations, suggest the later unmasking. The choice of certain semantic contexts produces a loathsome figure. This is another case of the common technique by which Quevedo's works appropriate Martial's epigrams: from close recreation of a given pattern the variations progress until an unthinkable formulation shakes the reader's imagination.
Ridicule of the ways used to disguise old age is not limited to women. Classical satire and Quevedo share in the ironic description of the old man who dyes his grey hair to look younger 84 . One epigram, Martial, III, 43, maintains:
Mentiris iuvenem tinctis, Laetine, capillis, tarn subito corvus, qui modo cygnus eras. Non omnes fallis; seit te Proserpina canum:
personam capiti detrahet ilia tuo.
We will concern ourselves with the two metaphors so successfully opposed in «tarn subito corvus, qui modo cygnus eras». The most usual pattern is to replace swan by canary or dove, as in: «(el viejo) que amanezca negro cuervo / durmiendo blanca paloma» (Bl., letrilla 645, <The old man who went to sleep a white dove wakes up a black raven>), where two epithets bianco and negro enhance the contrast. Two verbs indicating the sudden dfcftlglf.'^nuinAJlV -jAu r ,nU£ttdjP .are substitutes for the adverbs tarn subito ... modo. The same variant with canary is found in another satirical romance (Bl. 692): «cabello que dio en canario/muy mal a cuervo se aplica.» (Hair that was pale as a canary looks strange when it is raven black.) The metaphors can be applied from the opposite perspective-that of an old man who defends his right to look younger and so also to dye his hair; sonnet 557 offers: «mejor es cuervo hechizo que canario» (a fake raven is better than a canary [better dyed black hair than white hair]), with cuervo modified by hechizo (<lo que esta hedio a proposito y con fin particulars Aut.) <purposedly created.> Martial's line continues to function as an incentive for other patterns that either vary both metaphors while retaining the primitive antithetical semantic structure or create a different metaphor that plays with the opposition black-white at a different level. As an 34 cf. also Martial VI, 36 and Quevedo Suenos (M. 166).
example of the first we can mention: «El vejete palabrero / que a poder de letuario, / acostandose canario, se nos levanta jilguero.» (The talkative old man who dyes his hair goes to bed a canary and wakes up a linnet.) (Bl. 653). These two metaphors still use birds as terms of comparison but jilguero <a dark gray bird> has replaced raven and canario swan; jilguero, a bird that sings very well is anticipated by palabrero and justified by it. «Snow» and a flower albeli come together in the next example, this time preceded by an explanation: «Yo conozco caballero / que entinta el cabello en vano, / y por no parecer cano, / quiere parecer tintero; / y siendo nieve de enero, / de mayo se hace alheli;» (I know men who color their hair in vain, and prefer to look like an inkhorn because they don't want to show their white hair. And from January snow they change to may stock.) (Bl. 651). The simile quiere parecer tintero anticipates the metaphors, which, in turn, are modified by two metonymical complements so as to add the connotation: winter -old age, spring -youth. Being January snow, he pretends to be a spring flower.
Our last example belongs to a second group where there is a play with the opposites blade-white in different metaphors: (BL 728, v. 35-38) «Burlase el viejo pintado / pelo al temple, barba al olio, / dominico de cabeza J bianco y negro a puro plomo.» (The dyed old man makes fun; he paints his hair with tempera, his beard with oil; his head is white and black, like a dominican priest.) Dominican priests wear a black cape over a white habit: the metaphor plays with this opposition. In another satirical ballad the device is applied to a dyed beard. We read: «Sobre bianco, capa negra / es mocedad dominica: hoy tinta y ay er papel / barba seras escribania / (BL 692, v. 9-12). (Dominican youth is a black cape over white. Yesterday paper and today ink, your beard is a veritable writing set.) The variation is obtained by transforming dominica in an attribute of mocedad after the metaphor capa negra = dye. The next lines present two other metaphors tinta and papel which are still within the frame of the antithetical pair: today black -yesterday white.
In studying the particular features of Quevedo's metaphorical language one finds innumerable versions of the metaphor doctors are weapons, meaning that they kill their patients instead of healing them. This figure is repeated so insistently in Queygdt :κα& ς triat it becomes a commonplace. There is one of Martial's epigrams that relates in an interesting way to certain of Quevedo's texts: VIII, 74 (cf. 1,30 and 1,47 as well): «Oplo-madius nunc es, fueras opthalmicus ante: / fecisti medicus quod facis oplomachus.» Although the epigram simply proposes the analogy oplomachus -opthalmicus enhanced by the annominatio, it can be considered the starting point of the multiple metaphors that appear in Quevedo's work. They can be as plain as the ones that occur in a long passage of the Sueno de la Muerte (M 189), particularly: «No hay cosa suya que no tenga achaques de guerra y no aluda a armas ofensivas» (There is nothing in them that doesn't relate to war nor allude to offensive weapons) or in a text from the Prematica del Tiempo (105): «vedamos todas las armas aventajadas y danosas, como son, espadas, pistoletes, medicos, cirujanos» (We forbid all harmful weapons, such as swords, pistols, physicians and surgeons). The enumeration of harmful weapons includes doctors and surgeons for the reason already mentioned: they kill. In a satirical ballad (Bl. 783, v.25) we read: «De medicos semejantes / hace el rey nuestro senor, / bombardas a sus castillos, / mosquetes a su escuadron.» (From sudi physicians our king makes cannons for his fortresses, muskets for his squadrons.) Here the same conceit appears. In other instances represented in an interesting sonnet that starts (Bl. 544) «La losa en sortijon pronosticada» (the tomb foretold in a big ring), the basic patterns doctor = death is varied. There the synecdoche losa suggests the same metaphor. A further derivation is obtained by using doctors as the term of comparison in metaphors satirically describing a «pediguena», the archetype of the woman who is constantly asking for money, c. Bl 706: «Los m£dicos con que miras / los dos ojos con que matas, / bachilleres por Toledo, / doctores por Salamanca;» (The doctors with whom you look, the two eyes with which you kill, bachelors from Toledo, doctors from Salamanca) here the transference is from the doctors = weapons of the original text to eyes = doctors.
c) The third type of adoption and transformation of Martial's epigrams consists of recreating a specific situation or scene that may modify the stylistic expression of the source yet may still faithfully retain certain identifying details of the original text, which are ironically played with.
We have already quoted epigram III, 93 where a grotesque description of a decrepit old woman es followed by some ironic comments on her desire to get married: audes ducentas nupturire post mortes virumque demens cineribus tuis quaeris prurire. Quid? sarire quis velit saxum? quis coniugem te, quis vocabit uxorem, Philomelus aviam quam vocaverat nuper? quod si cadaver exigis tuum scalpi, sternatur Orci de triclinio lectus, talassionem qui tuum decet solus, ustorque taedas praeferat novae nuptae: intrare in istum sola fax potest cunnum. (vv. 18-27) This grim scene of a funeral instead of a marriage train finds echoes in a poem sarcastically called «Epitalamio en las bodas de una vejisima viuda, con cien ducados de d'otfe, y"Uffife tfct ll^ 625):
Ven, Himeneo, ven; honra este dia, no cual sueles, banado en alegria, pero de horror compuesto. Α έ$ίε, que funeral ha de ser presto, con pie siniestro asiste, union de enigma y casamiento en diiste, que desmintiendo siglos, se acomoda a parecerte boda. No tardes, y contigo un ataud traeras, mancebo amigo; pues si tardas, sospedio que en e*l para la esposa traeras ledio, y al inf austo velado, piadoso, quitards de ese cuidado. De antordia o de torcida, luz traeras prevenida: que no hallaris con poca luz (si le buscas) lo que en ella es boca.
(Epithalamium dedicated to the wedding of a very old widow, with a hundred ducates in dowry, and a drunken, bald soldier from Flanders: Come Hymen, come, honor this day, not trembling with joy, as usual, but horror struck. Attend this oncoming funeral, with ill-fated foot, this union of enigma and mockery of a marriage, that belying centuries, tries to look like a wedding. Don't be late, and bring a coffin my youth, because if you are late, I suspect that the coffin will be the wife's bed, and you will spare the unlucky husband such a worry. Bring a light, be it a torch or a link, because you won't be able to find her mouth with only a dim light.) The first stanza adopts some of the elements of Martial's epigram; in particular v. 24 «sternatur Orci de triclinio lectus» is transformed into: «un ataud traeras... pues si tardas, sospecho que en έΐ para la esposa traeras lecho» (v. 10-13). The reference to the netherworld becomes here the actual and concrete funerary casket. De antorcha o de torcida (<mecha de un velon>) repeat the nouns taeda and fax. A last ironic play is produced by changing the last verse in Martial: the obscene conclusion is transformed into «que no hallaras... lo que en ella es boca.» The epigram, however, still functions in absentia, in that it reads as a further joke with the change operated in the source.
On pues segun que tus siglos cuentan, creo se hicieron a la par con Prometeo.
2) We should like to comment now on a semantic process in the works of both Martial and Quevedo which can be considered parallel. This particular process is not unique to them, but its persistent use in their codes justifies our giving it special attention.
Grotesque descriptions of old age are generally characterized in both authors' works by the selection of metaphors and similes that establish gradation. This gradation leads to the dissolution, so to speak, of the person who is being described. In a sequence of figures, metaphors or similes evolve, so as to suppress the seme human, to metaphors and similes that suppress the seme animate altogether, to the effect that people are finally transformed into things. Let us look at an example in Martial, III, 32: It is very common to find elaborate conceits for the description of old women; in fact the satirical / seems to enjoy making up very stunning associations. Some of these conceits are derived from the semantic procedure, which has just been described, in combination with the device discussed in 1) c). In Bl. 625, we find an enumeration of metaphors in which abstract nouns predominate, as terms of comparison:
Eres por excelencia ίέηίχ de la vejez, la quintaesencia, vieja superlativa en quien la muerte dicen que esti viva y anda la vida muerta; vieja consumadisima y experta; de vieja graduada, parienta muy cercana al primer nada.
(You are, par excellence, phoenix of old age, the quintessence, superlative old woman; death is alive in you and life becomes still. Expert and most consummated old woman, close relative of the first nothing.) In the same poem we find the neologism protovieja, 37 cf. Buenos (M 223 (Ghosts in vinegar, centuries that walk in the streets, girl-friends of the dead, mummies. Mrs. centuries of centuries, Mrs. eternal lives.) The Hora de Todos offers (B235b) «antigualla, mamotreto de siglos» (antiques, century-old books), a metaphor that introduces a double hyperbole in siglos and mamotreto.
3) We have reserved for the last division the recreation found in Martial's epigram of basic satirical motifs and types. Some of these motifs are topoi of satire in general, and consequently they are less interesting than the cases studied in the first group. Besides, precisely because they are topoi and can be found also in other satirists such as Juvenal, Persius and Horace, it would be dangerous to insist that Quevedo's text is dependent to any precise or particular degree on Martial's epigrams in particular.
Some of these basic motifs are: a) Doctors are ridiculed in Martial because they kill instead of heal. See, e.g. 1, 30, VI, 53, VIII, 74, IX, 96. There are parallel passages in Juvenal (e.g. X,221). Gibes at physicians can be traced back to The Greek Anthology, and especially to Lukilios . For Quevedo the theme seems to be inexhaustible; jokes and criticism of doctors appear as early as in the Prematica del Tiempo (105 a) and are developed insistently both in the Suenos and in the satirical poetry 40 Haedina tibi pelle contegenti nudae tempora verticemque calvae festive tibi, Phoebe, dixit ille qui dixit caput esse calciatum.
A similar formulation of figurative language that creates a comic effect by implicitly comparing a bald head with another hairless part of the body is to be found in Bl. 527:
Pelo fue aqui en donde calavero, haseme vuelto la cabeza nalga antes greguescos pido que sombrero.
(There was hair here where I'm balding, my head has become a buttock, it calls for breeches rather than a hat.) Here nalga and greguescos create an effect even more grotesque than does (pedes) calceare. We should be aware, however, that this effect may be a simple coincidence in linguistic techniques for producing humor 41 . d) Hypocrites are chastised by most satirists and in Martial one can cite 1,33, IV, 58 as examples. Of the many passages in Quevedo, one in El mundo for de dentro, which is in itself a development of the theme of hypocrisy, recalls Martial 1,33: (Ml71) the episode of the widow who sheds tears only if someone else is present.
Cuckolds (VI, 39 and Quevedo, passim); pediguenas, a favorite target of the misogyny found in satire (see Martial XI, 50 for a presentation in nuce of the many aspects of the subject, all along with many others developed by Quevedo, e.g. Bl. 563); people with long noses (11,11 and Bl. 513); big and tall women (hyperbolically described in VIII, 60 and BL, romance 688 «Si me llamaron la Chica»), and many such vulnerable types are scorned and ridiculed by our satirist with a persistence that seems unjustified to the modern reader 42 .
Our analysis of the various passages in Quevedo's works that are clearly related to Martial's epigrams demonstrates that in many instances Quevedo's satirical discourse presupposes Martial's text. The Latin epigrams encourage the creation and development of rich and arresting metaphors, conceits, and ironic verbal plays. The modifications of Martial's expressions challenge the reader to eiijby ohf dlttilsgCttf a?cW5fir J3KP J&X&. Jfren in the third group, where most of the relations are basically semantic, a figure or a sentence will here and there strongly suggest-in Quevedo's language-a verbal play with Martial's formulations. Certainly the verbal art of Quevedo's is greatly enriched when it is seen as a re-creation that is also an extension and an emulation of the satiric language of his Roman predecessor. 
